
B I N G O

 talking  proud  within  does  lives

 hungry  couldn't  watched  hawk  quick

 yourself  because
Free

Space!  hooves  high

 song  myself  taking  awful  ourselves

 chairs  long  found  stories  serve
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B I N G O

 ourselves  found  serve  tired  within

 hooves  proud  taking  yourself  talking

 hungry  myself
Free

Space!  song  stories

 because  does  couldn't  awful  long

 lives  high  quick  chairs  watched
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B I N G O

 because  song  ourselves  high  long

 hooves  talking  watched  found  chairs

 hungry  myself
Free

Space!  lives  stories

 serve  awful  within  does  hawk

 yourself  couldn't  quick  taking  proud
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B I N G O

 watched  serve  couldn't  long  awful

 because  talking  chairs  quick  hooves

 hungry  tired
Free

Space!  myself  high

 proud  ourselves  taking  yourself  song

 within  found  does  lives  stories
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B I N G O

 yourself  tired  talking  hawk  stories

 does  ourselves  high  myself  hungry

 found  awful
Free

Space!  proud  quick

 hooves  long  couldn't  chairs  because

 song  watched  serve  lives  taking
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B I N G O

 quick  because  high  long  taking

 tired  hungry  talking  serve  ourselves

 watched  hawk
Free

Space!  lives  does

 awful  hooves  chairs  song  within

 stories  yourself  found  couldn't  proud
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B I N G O

 myself  does  because  taking  tired

 serve  hawk  hungry  song  watched

 lives  ourselves
Free

Space!  couldn't  hooves

 proud  talking  stories  high  awful

 quick  yourself  within  found  chairs
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B I N G O

 watched  proud  within  tired  serve

 yourself  ourselves  song  lives  awful

 myself  quick
Free

Space!  hooves  long

 couldn't  hawk  stories  hungry  high

 does  talking  because  found  taking
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B I N G O

 ourselves  long  stories  watched  found

 quick  hawk  couldn't  does  because

 taking  awful
Free

Space!  talking  tired

 hungry  high  chairs  lives  within

 hooves  song  proud  myself  yourself
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 taking  because  watched  awful  hungry

 does  stories  couldn't  hawk  found

 ourselves  talking
Free

Space!  chairs  long

 high  within  quick  hooves  yourself

 tired  song  proud  lives  serve
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